
Altamar Podcast Celebrates 3+ Years 
A global affairs podcast featuring interviews with top international experts discussing major world issues.

A truly global podcast:
• Featuring 80+ experts from around the world  
• Covering global issues across seven continents with deep-dives into 40+ countries 
• Listeners and subscribers from 100 countries 
• Sent to 185,000 subscribers, policymakers, academics, civil society leaders and journalists
• Partner since 2019 of BRINK, the global risk platform managed by Atlantic57 of The Atlantic 
• Hosted by renowned political analyst Peter Schechter and award-winning journalist Muni Jensen 

Our guests are thought leaders & authors, activists & academics, politicians & diplomats, space explorers & CEOs, 
economists & scientists. From well-known commentators like Moisés Naím, Richard Haass, Ian Bremmer and Amy 
Harder to in-country experts like:

• Turkish author Ece Temelkuran about the threat of authoritarianism
• Icelandic presidential candidate Thóra Arnórsdóttir about how the island-nation has thrived
• Global Chairman of the Fairfax Africa Fund Zemedeneh Negatu about rising Africa
• Dr. Clifford Stott of England’s Keele Policing Academic Collaboration on how to re-think policing
• Switzerland’s Basel Institute President Mark Pieth about the illegal gold trade
• For a full list of guests, go to https://altamar.us/experts/

What our listeners are saying: 
• “The multicultural discussions and point of views fuel high intellectual debates and ideas that are very relevant 

to the changes of the world today. Peter and Muni have great chemistry and the guests are phenomenal! Highly 
recommend.”

• “Level-headed, compelling analysis by two experts and their guests about the world around us.”
• “Very enjoyable and thoughtful discussion on trending foreign policy topics, with an eye towards focusing on how 

these issues impact our daily lives. Recommended.”

Subscribe to Altamar on Google, Spotify or Apple.
Follow Altamar On Social Media:

Listen on

Covering top international trends:
Populism. Cybersecurity. Illegal mining. Protests. Elections. Immigration. Climate change. Global issues impact 
all of us, regardless of our personal politics. For over three years, listeners have come to rely on Altamar for a 
truly global perspective across a range of foreign policy issues from around the world. Altamar expands be-
yond the Washington view, widening the aperture to show how the rest of the globe sees things. Our mission 
is to rise above the polarization and search for a comprehensive understanding of crucial issues worldwide.

  

“Co-hosting Altamar is like sitting in on 
exclusive conversations about the most 
interesting developments around the world.” 

—Muni Jensen

“Each episode is a window for objective, 
sharp insight from global experts on top 
of geopolitical conversations.” 

 —Peter Schechter
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